WORKING
TOGETHER

A framework to support club and community organisations

BUILDING A WORLD
CLASS SPORTING
SYSTEM FOR SCOTLAND
Together, our aim is to create a Scotland where sport is
a way of life. We want to put sport at the heart of society,
making a positive impact on people and communities.
Our mission is to build a world class sporting system for
everyone. By world class we mean being ambitious and
aspiring to be the best, at every level.
You have a key role in supporting, developing and
encouraging participation in sport. Clubs, schools,
governing bodies, local authorities, sport for change
organisations and private providers can help ensure
every participant experiences a world class clubs and
communities environment.
To help make that happen, we all need to work together.
By supporting and strengthening links between schools,
clubs and performance sport, we create pathways for
people all over Scotland to participate and progress
in the sport of their choice.

THE CLUBS AND COMMUNITIES FRAMEWORK
The clubs and communities environment offers much more
than just traditional club sport, and we acknowledge the
power of sport as a tool for social change. We created the
Clubs and Communities Framework to help build capability
and capacity of organisations in that environment. It is
designed to help organisations like yours play your part,
by providing a common reference point to improve our
sporting system and deliver the priorities for improvement
in Scotland’s sporting system.

The Framework is primarily aimed at professional staff
to help them support local volunteers, but can equally be
used by volunteers. It is underpinned by the ‘Help for Clubs’
pages on sportscotland’s website, which you’ll find in
the ‘Clubs’ section. Those pages contain the tools and
resources to support development work.

ORGANISATIONS
IN THE CLUBS AND
COMMUNITIES
ENVIRONMENT
We know many organisations have
their own developmental guidelines
or accreditation schemes, so
we’ve designed the Framework
to complement those.
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PRIORITY AREAS
A MORE ACTIVE SCOTLAND: Physical activity is about getting people moving. Daily walking, playing in the park, going to a gym, training
with a team or aspiring to win a gold medal - it doesn’t really matter how people get active, it just matters that we do. Being physically active
contributes to our personal, community and national wellbeing. Our vision is of a Scotland where more people are more active more often.
We encourage and enable the
inactive to be more active

PHYSICAL
ACTIVITY

We encourage and enable the
active to stay active throughout life

We develop physical confidence and
competence from the earliest age

We improve our active
infrastructure - people and places

We support wellbeing and
resilience in communities through
physical activity

We improve opportunities
to participate, progress and
achieve in sport

The Clubs and Communities Framework is built on six priority areas.
These are the enablers in our sporting system for Scotland — the building blocks that
make sport possible.

PEOPLE

PLACES

PROFILE

SPORT
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY

These are the qualities needed by the organisations that make sport possible.

ACTIVE LIVING
DANCE
PLAY
EXERCISE

ORGANISED

SUSTAINABLE

CONNECTED

ACTION STATEMENTS
For each priority area we offer a number of action statements,
which are listed over the next few pages. For each action
statement you should consider:
• Do we do this?
• Should we do this?
Reflecting on these statements will help you to identify the
actions you need to take. That in turn will help to improve
the opportunities you offer, and will bring a world class
sporting system for Scotland closer.

PEOPLE
World class club and community organisations:

PLACES
World class club and community organisations:

are inclusive, open to everyone in their community and
aim to attract under-represented groups

engage with their members and the local community
to understand their facility needs

seek to understand the needs of all their
members/participants

develop realistic facility plans that are part of their
overall development plan

take a planned approach to the recruitment, development
and retention of their volunteers and/or employees

are creative and willing to work with others to ensure their
facility/environment needs are met in a sustainable way

have leaders with the skills and knowledge to run
their organisation

ensure that their facilities are accessible,
inclusive and affordable
to everyone

have coaches with the right knowledge and skills
to meet the participants’ needs
have volunteers with the right skills to fulfil their role
empower and support young people as leaders
where appropriate
employ people to help achieve their aspirations
where appropriate
value and celebrate the contribution of their
volunteers and/or employees

PROFILE
World class club and community organisations:
understand their audiences and communicate through the
right channels at the right time
provide accessible information about the opportunities they
offer participants, coaches and administrators
work with local partners to help promote their activities
communicate their successes, efforts and the impact they
have on their community
evidence inclusion and diversity of under-represented groups
have an up to date online presence
identify, share and
reward best practice

ORGANISED
World class club and community organisations:
have a diverse committee that meets regularly
have a clear vision of who they are and what they
aim to achieve
have an appropriate legal structure that suits their needs
utilise local and national data
take a long term, planned approach to their development
have good governance with clear policies and procedures
ensure the wellbeing, safety and protection of all participants
focus on the quality of what they offer their members
ensure coaches are coaching, not administering
ensure everyone involved is clear
on their role and responsibilities

SUSTAINABLE
World class club and community organisations:

CONNECTED
World class club and community organisations:

have sound financial management

are welcoming places that bring the community together

develop in a way that allows them to operate within
their means

offer pathways to help people participate and progress
in sport

are clear about the support available to them and
how to access it

provide recreational opportunities for participants,
where appropriate

receive investment because they have a plan to improve

work in partnership with their governing body to
understand and support their needs

understand the needs of their wider community and
are clear on the contribution they make
reflect on their work and aspire to continuous improvement
plan for succession in key roles,
such as leaders, coaches
and volunteers

actively engage in partnership working to achieve
common goals
have strong partnerships with local schools
work collectively with other sports clubs where appropriate
connect to local business for expertise and investment
where appropriate
use their expertise, where appropriate, to contribute
to sport for change

NEXT STEPS

WHAT STEPS CAN YOU TAKE
TO MAKE THIS HAPPEN?

Working together we aspire to see more Scottish communities
recognising and valuing the world class opportunities their sport
club and community organisations provide.

Reflect

Work together

You can use the action statements in the Framework to reflect
on what works well, what could be better, areas of strength and
areas for improvement. Highlight areas of strength, and those
areas that need to be improved. Make sure you understand
the resources you have available to help make changes.

You can connect and collaborate with people in local clubs,
schools and other organisations. Work together to strengthen
what’s on offer and increase its relevance to the local community.
Expand your local networks continually, by actively looking for
new organisations you can share resources and expertise with
as you develop.

We know that world class club and community organisations
have great leaders, strong partnerships, an understanding of
member and community needs and the right staff, volunteers
and facilities to offer great experiences.
This Framework is a guide you can
use to help achieve this aspiration,
a reference document you can
use to identify and address
development priorities.
It is designed to support
you to develop world class
club and community
organisations
across Scotland.

Commit to making improvements
Improvements don’t have to cost a lot of money or take a lot
of time. There is expertise available that can help. Look at the
wider sporting system, locally and nationally, in sports-specific
organisations and beyond them, and identify the resources
and support that can help you improve.

Measure impact
You can take responsibility for sharing how you are contributing
to Scotland’s world class sporting system. Talk about the impact
you are having. Commit to, measure and evaluate the difference
being made to individuals as well as communities, and share
your stories with the wider sports network to help encourage
best practice and raise the profile of sport.

HELP FOR CLUBS
For more information on how to address
the action statements in the Framework
visit www.sportscotland.org.uk/helpforclubs

CLUBS FIRST
In addition to the Framework you
may find the Clubs First Tool useful
to help with further development.
It can be found on Help for Clubs
and is designed to help organisations
reflect on where they can improve.

“My job is to develop club and

community sport organisations
in local communities. I achieve
this by working closely with
the volunteers that make sport
happen. I want to support them
and help them become more
capable and connected. The
Framework is a great tool to
help us all relate and strive
to be better at what we do.

“

Grant Morrison

Sports Development Officer, Glasgow Life
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